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ABSTRACT 
Stochastic matrices A which satisfy the equation A’ =Ap are characterized for 
integral values of p> 1. 
A real nXn matrix is said to be stochastic if every entry is nonnegative 
and every row sum is one. The set of n X n stochastic matrices is denoted by 
S,. Thus an n X n matrix A with nonnegative entries belongs to S, iff Au=u, 
where u is a column of n ones. If both A and AT belong to S,, where AT 
denotes the transpose of A, A is said to be doubly stochastic. The set of n X n 
doubly stochastic matrices is denoted by 3,. The particular member of L!,, 
whose elements all equal l/n is denoted by 1,. 
A real n X n matrix is said to be normal if it commutes with its transpose. 
A normal matrix is characterized by the fact that the transpose is a polynomial 
in the matrix. It turns out that a normal stochastic matrix is necessarily doubly 
stochastic. For suppose A ES,, is normal. There is a polynomial g such that 
Ar=g(A). Since Au=u, A’u=g(A)u=g(l)u. But then, since uTA*=uT, 
n=UTU=UTA’~=g(l)UTU=g(l)n and so g(l)=l. Whence A*u=u, and thus 
A Es2”. 
This paper is concerned with the characterization of a certain class of 
normal stochastic, and thus doubly stochastic, matrices, called power symmet- 
ric matrices, in which the transpose is a power of the matrix. A real nX n 
matrix A is said to be power symmetric if there exists a positive integer p such 
that AP =AT. The smallest such positive integer p for which this is true is 
called the symmetric order of A. 
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An n X n matrix A is said to he reducible if there exists a permutation 
lnatrix P such that PTAP has the form 
n 0 
( I C D 
where R and D are square 
matrices; otherwise A is said to be irredncihle. 
The main tool required in this paper is the famous Perron-Frohenius 
theorem. A proof is given in [l, pp. 65-751. 
THEOREM 1 (Perron-Frobenius). I,et A he un nX n irreducible matrix 
with nonnegative elements. A has a real positive characteristic root r rdzid~ is 
u simple root of the chumcteristic equution of A. If X is uny charucteristic root 
of A, then Ih( <r; thus r is culled the dominant root of A. lf A has s 
dwructeristic roots of modulus r, they are the s distinct roots of h’ - I.’ 10. Zf 
s > 1, then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
’ 0 A, 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 A, ... 0 0 
P”AP= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
0 0 0 ... 0 A,y_, 
IA ,5 0 0 “. 0 0 
where the zero blocks clown the main diugonul urn sqziure. 
The main result of this paper follows. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A E S, is power symmetric of order p > 1. Then 
p< n, and there is u partition of n, n=n L + . . + nk; positive integers 
SI,...,Sk, where si [( n,, pt l), the greatest common divisor of ni uncl p + 1, 
i=l,..., k; und u permzctation matrix P, such that PrAP=A,@ . . @A,, 
where 
Ai = 
i 0 I,, ,,s 0 . . . 0 0 
I ” 
(1) 
0 0 I,, ,s . . 0 0 , / 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 ..’ ” In,,,, 
I n,/s, 0 0 . ..o 0 
if si > 1, and A, =Jn, if si = 1. Ai is n, X n,, and if si > 1, every matrix block 
in (1) is (n, /si) X ( ni /si); thzcs A, has si block rows and block colz~~~ns in (l), 
i=l,..., k. There is at leust one vulue of i such that si =p+ 1. (Observe that 
l<p<n forces n&3.) 
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Proof. Since A is normal, A EQ,,. 
We first suppose that A is irreducible and temporarily ignore the fact that 
p is the smallest positive integer such that AT =A”. Since A EL?,,, 1 is the 
domiuant root of A. From A’ =Ap we get A=( Ar)p and thus ( Ar)p’=AP =A? 
Hence Ap’ =A. Thus the minimum function n2( A) of A divides hp2 - h, and it 
follows that every nonzero root of ‘4 has moduhrs one. It also follows that A is 
similar to a diagonal matrix, whence the rank of A, p(A), is the number of 
nonzero roots of the characteristic equation of A, counting multiplicities. As a 
matter of fact, however, each multiplicity of a nonzero root is one, accordiug 
to the Perron-Frobenius theorem. If p( A ) = 1, then A =J,,, since J,, is the only 
member of G!,, with rank one. If p( A)=s> 1, there is a permutation matrix P 
such that 
0 A, 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 A, ... 0 0 
PTAP= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , (2) 
0 0 0 ... 0 &I 
i A,7 0 0 ... 0 0 
where the zero blocks on the main diagonal are square. But since A E a,, , each 
Ai is doubly stochastic, and it follows that every Ai, and therefore every block 
in the form (2) is of the same dimension, namely n/s. In particular sin. Also, 
since p(PTAP)=s, it is clear that o(Ai)=l, i=l,..., s. This forces A, =J,,,, 
for each value of i. Finally, since (PTAP)T=(PTAP)P, it is necessary that 
sip + 1. Thus sl( n, p + I). 
In case A is reducible, a simultaneous permutation of the rows and 
colum12s of A will yield the form H 0 
( 1 
where H and D are square. But 
A EQ,, readily implies that H and D’areUdoubly stochastic and that C=O. If 
either of the matrices L3 or D is reducible, it can be similarly decomposed. 
This process can be contiaued until A is trausformed into a direct sum of 
irreducible doubly stochastic matrices B,,. . , B,. For each i, H:‘ =Rjp if 
A”’ =Ap. The first part of the argument may theu be applied to each of the R,. 
Finally we take into account that p is the sndlest positive integer for 
which AT =A”. This meaus that if Hi is ni X ni and p( B, ) = s,, i = 1,. . , k, then 
for some value i,,, si,, = p + 1. But then p + 11 nil, aud we must have p + 1 G n,,, 
< n. If p + 1 = n, A is a full cycle permutation matrix. Otherwise p < n ~ 1. 
Observe that for any n and each value of p =2,3,. . , n- 1, there are only 
finitely many A E S,( Lt,, ) satisfying AT =AP, so that p is minimal. n 
EXAMPLE. If n=6 and p=2, some ,si, say sr, is p+l=3. Since s,ln,, 
n, =3 or n, =6. 
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Forn,=3wecouldhavepartitionsn=3+3,n=3+2+1,orn=3+1+1 
+ 1. Since each si I( ni, p-t l), sa = 1 or 3 for the first partition, while for the 
other two all si = 1, if 1. In each case si =3. 
For n 1 = 6, the only partition is n = 6 with sr = 3. 
It follows that there exists a permutation matrix P such that PTAP is one of 
the forms E,@&,, F3@&, ZT343&CBZ,, F,@Z,, or 
where F3 is the full cycle permutation 
i 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
and each I, is the k X k identity matrix. 
There are respectively 40, 40, 120, 40, and 30 matrices in each group, and 
thus a total of 270 matrices A E S,(O,) that satisfy AT =A2. None of these 
matrices satisfy AT = AP for any positive integer ~(2. 
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